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Abstract

In this paper, the feasibility of applying a position sensorless control technique to hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) is practically
evaluated. The proposed position estimator has a straightforward structure with properties that combines the model and the saliency
tracking-based rotor position estimation for interior permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSMs). The proposed method can
be used in the event of sensor loss or sensor recovery to sustain continuity of operations. The developed system takes into account
the estimated position transition between two distinct sensorless methods. The transition is enhanced by introducing a synchronized
transition algorithm based on a single tracking observer. Extensive experimental results are presented to verify the principles and
show a reliable estimation performance over the entire speed range including standstill under 150% load conditions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interior permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSMs)
are preferred for power propulsion in electric vehicles (EVs)
due to high efficiency, high power density, and wide constant
power speed range [1], [2]. Torque and/or position control
of IPMSMs requires measurement or estimation of both the
magnet polarity and the rotor position. Position sensors are
normally used for position feedback. The use of position
sensors requires space, cabling, and adds a non-negligible
cost. Several failures associated with the position sensor can
affect the passenger’s safety and the driving performance.
As high reliability and maintenance-free operation are prime
considerations in EV or HEV propulsion, position sensorless
methods can be a viable solution. These can adaptively replace
the faulty sensor in the event of sensor loss or sensor recovery
to sustain continuity of operations.

Numerous sensorless methods, based on machine models
and measured electrical variables, for estimating the rotor
position have been proposed [3], [4]. While such methods
provide adequate performance in the medium- and high-speed
range, they need accurate motor electrical parameters and
fail to operate at low and zero speed due to the lack of
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observability for rotor quantities.
To overcome these limitations, sensorless control methods

based on tracking the spatial position of saliencies in electric
machines have been proposed [5]–[8]. These approaches inject
a high-frequency (HF) signal (normally a voltage) that inter-
acts with rotor position dependent saliencies, modulating the
resulting HF stator currents, from which the rotor position
can be estimated. These signal excitation techniques have
been applied to PM motors for both initial rotor position
estimation (including magnet polarity detection) and very low
speed control.

In this regard, a couple of methods that combine the advan-
tages of injection methods at low and zero speed, and the lower
losses and simplicity of the back-EMF integration at higher
speeds, have been proposed [9]–[11]. However, applications
of this type of sensorless methods to HEV systems have not
yet been experimentally evaluated and reported in any open
literature.

The major contribution of this paper is to develop and
integrate a dedicated sensorless approach to an IPMSM for
HEV applications. The developed algorithm is a hybrid system
of variable configuration subject to operating frequencies.
A sensorless control through tracking saturation saliency is
employed to achieve accurate position estimation at low speeds
and standstill. Then, the sensorless operation is handed over to
the voltage model at medium and high speeds. A single track-
ing observer-based transition method is proposed to achieve
seamless transition between estimation modes. The experimen-
tal test bench is developed at the Research Laboratory of the
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Fig. 1. Flux linkage versus applied current in the rotor reference frame.

(a) π/2 rad.

(b) −5π/6 rad.

Fig. 2. Experimentally estimated initial rotor position.

Hyundai-Kia Motor Company in Hwasung, Korea. Compared
to position-sensored systems, the results clearly demonstrate
that the developed technique has comparable characteristics
concerning the steady-state position estimation error in the
entire operating condition.

II. SALIENCY TRACKING-BASED POSITION ESTIMATION

In this paper, a HF pulsating sinusoidal voltage is super-
imposed on the fundamental excitation to create a position-
dependent carrier current signal. An initial location of the
magnetic axis can be estimated by using the carrier signal
current resulting from the interaction between the carrier signal
voltage and the spatial saliency. Rotor position is estimated by
minimizing position error from the carrier current.

An IPMSM model can be represented as a complex vector
form in a stationary frame as (1).

vs
dqs = Rsisdqs +

d
dt

(
ΣL · isdqs −∆L · e j2θr is∗dqs

)

+ωrλpme jθr

(1)

where ΣL =
Lq+Ld

2 , ∆L =
Lq−Ld

2 , and is∗dqs denotes the complex
conjugate of the stator current vector.

Neglecting resistive drop and back-EMF in (1), an IPMSM
model for high frequency can be expressed as (2)

vs
dqs =

d
dt

(
ΣL · isdqs −∆L · e j2θr is∗dqs

)
. (2)

If a HF pulsating voltage in the estimated d-axis at a carrier
frequency ωc is injected into the IPMSM, the voltage vector
can be given by

vr̂
dqh =Vh cosωct. (3)

An initial rotor position can be estimated with the resulting
HF current at standstill as

ir̂dqh =
(

Icp + Icne j2θerr
)

sinωct (4)

where Icp and Icn represent a magnitude of the HF positive-
sequence current and negative-sequence current, respectively.
The first term in the right-hand side of (4) does not contain
any position-related information, whereas the second one is
amplitude modulated by the angular position of the saliency.
However, the polarity detection is not available with the 2θerr
term in (4) because it only provides the location of the
magnetic axis. Thus, the magnetization property, as shown in
Fig.1, should be used to track the magnet polarity [12].

This nonlinear hysteresis curve results in a different current
against the same injection voltage. The polarity information in
the second-order harmonic component of the d-axis HF current
can be obtained as

εpol = LPF
(
ir̂dhcos2ωct

)

=−1
8

V 2
h

ω2
c

d2irds

dλ r2
ds

∣∣∣∣
λ r

ds=λPM

cos3θerr.
(5)

The coefficient sign in the right-hand side of (5) can be used
to distinguish the polarity of the rotor magnet at the estimated
position.

Fig. 2 shows the experimentally estimated initial rotor
position for the tested IPMSM. The injection condition has
been set to 10 V–750 Hz. A brushless resolver attached to
the motor was used to assess the actual magnet position. Two
different cases were compared and a close match was found
except in the transient region.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the overall signal processing applied to
the measured currents to determine the initial position and
the estimate rotor position. The enhanced Luenberger style
observer for tracking the rotor position provides the estimated
rotor speed in addition to the estimated rotor position as shown
in Fig. 3(b). This observer mitigates noise from the estimated
signals and also provides zero-phase lag estimation due to the
torque command feedforward [13].

III. BACK-EMF TRACKING-BASED POSITION
ESTIMATION

Back-EMF tracking-based position estimation methods are
based on the integration of the motor back-EMF to find the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Block diagram of HF signal-injection-based position estimation. (a)
Overall signal processing, (b) discrete time tracking observer.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of tracking observer-based position estimation.

stator flux linkage space vector. The back-EMF is simply
computed in the stationary reference frame as

es
dqr =

(
vs∗

dqs −Rsisdqs

)
−Ldqs

disdqs

dt
(6)

where vs∗
dqs represents the command value of the stator voltage.

An elegant way of dealing with this calculation at high speeds
is to use a full order closed-loop observer. The IPMSM voltage
equation of (1) can be rewritten in the rotor reference frame
as

d
dt

[
irds
irqs

]
=

[
− Rs

Ld

ω̂rLq
Ld

− ω̂rLd
Lq

−Rs
Lq

][
irds
irqs

]
+

[
1

Ld
0

0 1
Lq

][
vr

ds
vr

qs

]

+

[
0

− ω̂rλpm
Lq

]
.

(7)

If the position estimation error is sufficiently small, (7) can

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of sensorless mode switching.

be approximated in the estimated rotor reference frame as

d
dt

[
ir̂d
ir̂q

]
=

[
− Rs

Ld

ω̂rLq
Ld

− ω̂rLd
Lq

−Rs
Lq

][
ir̂d
ir̂q

]
+

[
1

Ld
0

0 1
Lq

][
vr̂

d
vr̂

q

]

+




ω̂rλpm
Lq

sinθerr

− ω̂rλpm
Lq

cosθerr


 .

(8)

From (8), the rotor position error can be estimated with the
arctan calculation as

θerr = tan−1
(

ω̂rλ f sinθerr

ω̂rλ f cosθerr

)
. (9)

As a result, this back-EMF tracking observer cascades
with the enhanced Luenberger style observer in Fig. 3(b) for
rotor position and velocity estimation. Fig. 4 shows the block
diagram of the back-EMF tracking observer in the estimated
rotor reference frame to obtain the rotor position error, where
the matrix G represents a full order observer gain matrix.

IV. SYNCHRONIZED TRANSITION BETWEEN BOTH
ESTIMATIONS

Since the back-EMF-based method yields good estimations
at higher speeds, it is desirable that the injection method
should switch gradually to the back-EMF-based method over
a certain operating frequency. However, the realization of a
smooth transition is not trivial due to different estimation dy-
namics of both estimators. Thus, the developed algorithm takes
into account the position estimator-transition smoothness in
terms of estimated velocity and position transients. The main
idea of the proposed transition is to use a linear combination
between both position error signals, not velocity or position.
The proposed transition differs from previous schemes [10],
[11] in several aspects: 1) it requires a single tracking observer;
2) it does not need to design weight functions/transition
parameters or adjust dual observer frequency characteristics; 3)
mode switchover occurs during a prescribed transition period;
4) no need to reset or adjust the integrator of the tracking
observer.

Fig. 5 shows the mode switching graph, where the mode
switching occurs the frequency range between ωlow and ωhigh,
and the HF signal injection ends (motoring operation) at the
speed command of ωINJ to reduce additional losses. During
mode switching, the error signal is calculated by multiplying
the mode value of Fig. 5 by each error signal estimated from
Fig. 3 and 5. Then, the summation of two signals becomes the
input of the tracking observer of Fig. 3(b).
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Fig. 6. Mode switching test result.

This reduces the computation burden for the position esti-
mation during mode switching. This is advantageous as only
one tracking observer needs to be developed.

Here, the transition parameters (ωlow,ωhigh,ωINJ) are irrel-
evant to the motor operating conditions such as temperature
and external load conditions. The accurate acquisition of back-
EMF information only sets a lower limit of these parameters.

The performance of the proposed sensorless mode switching
was confirmed by the velocity acceleration and deceleration
test illustrated by Fig. 6. Here, transition period was set from
0.25 pu (ωlow) to 0.33 pu (ωhigh) of the base speed and ωINJ
was given as 0.4 pu. Distortions are rarely found during the
transition from injection to back-EMF-based estimation. This
will lead to a real smooth transition with no abrupt change in
the estimated position and velocity.

Fig. 7 shows the overall control block diagram of the
proposed position sensorless scheme for automotive applica-
tions taking into account the wide speed operation. The rotor
position estimation of HF signal injection is obtained through
a signal processing method using second-order discrete-time
Butterworth band-pass filters and band-stop filters.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm was implemented on a 12 kW
(maximum power) IPMSM with the 40 Nm rated torque, as
shown in Fig. 8. Two-phase currents were sampled at 50 µs
and the nominal deadtime was set to 1.5 µs. A brushless
resolver was mounted to the tested motor to monitor the real
rotor position and velocity. The other end of the shaft was
coupled to an identical IPMSM to apply external loads. In the
experiments shown in this paper, Hall-effect current sensors
and 14-bit A/D converters captured the stator currents. The
complex vector PI current controller was employed to achieve
more stable performance at high speeds [14]. The maximum
speed reaches to 5 times of the base speed and the voltage
feedback-type flux weakening controller was implemented to
use the full capacity of the available voltage and current [15].

The injection condition for the normal operation was fixed
at 5 V-750 Hz in the estimated d-axis synchronous reference
frame and the nominal battery voltage was set as 300 V.

The cross-saturation effect is compensated by employing the
approximated polynomial from offline tests.

The determined bandwidths for controllers and estimators
used in the test are summarized in Fig. 9, where ωP obs,
ωcc, ωLPF , and ωsw represent the bandwidth of the tracking
observer, the current controller, the lowpass filter for the
fundamental current filtering, the injection frequency, and the
PWM frequency, respectively.

The test result in motoring operation of zero to the maxi-
mum speed is depicted in Fig. 10, where the estimated rotor
speed, the stator current magnitude, the d-axis current, and
the q-axis current are illustrated from top to bottom. The air-
gap torque and the motor speed of an IPMSM are controlled
very well without any position sensor over the entire operating
region.

Fig. 11 shows the stepwise load test results at standstill
and 3.3 pu speed. From top to bottom, the estimated speed,
the position error, and the applied stepwise load torque are
depicted. Here, the vertical axis of the load torque is plotted in
the reverse direction. With the proposed method, it is possible
to operate at zero stator frequency under 150% step load
condition, as shown in Fig. 11 (a). The proposed saliency
tracking-based position sensorless control satisfies the load
tests of automotive applications at zero speed. The position
error is within ± 5 electrical degrees except the transient state.

Separation between fundamental wave and high frequency
components is usually achieved using a band-pass/stop and a
lowpass filter. This limits the bandwidth of both the current
controller and the observer. Although the proposed position
sensorless method is promising, more research is required to
improve the transient performance of the saliency tracking-
based estimation.

The performance of the proposed method is investigated
through experiments under the flux weakening region, as
shown in Fig. 11 (b). In this region, the rotor position is
estimated through the back-EMF tracking-based sensorless
approach. The test result indicates that the stable operation
is sustained in the rapid-load-change condition. The position
error is within ± 5 degrees at transient state as well as steady-
state.

Fig. 12 illustrates the summarized results of whole load tests
in terms of the position errors over the entire speed range.
From this result, it can be concluded that the performance of
the proposed position sensorless control technique to hybrid
electric vehicles (HEVs) is nearly comparable to that of the
position sensored controller. Since the motor drive system
eliminates any position sensors and cables inside the vehicle,
it is significantly beneficial in terms of costs and reliability.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we carry out the experimental evaluations and
integrate a dedicated sensorless approach to an IPMSM for
HEV applications. A combined position estimation structure
for deriving the estimated rotor angle at any speed has been
proposed. The hybrid structure presents a smooth transition
from a nonmodel-based signal-injection method at low speed
to a model-based estimation at higher speeds. The steady-
state position error can be thought to be comparable to that of
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the proposed position sensorless control approach.

Fig. 8. Experimental test bench.

the sensored operation in the entire operating condition. The
experimental test was performed by test specifications of the
Hyundai-Kia Motor Company. The proposed method can be
used in the event of sensor loss or sensor recovery to sustain
continuity of operations.
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Fig. 9. Determined bandwidth used in the test.

Fig. 10. Experimental result of motoring operation to maximum speed.
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(a) 150% load test at standstill. (b) Full load test at 3.3 pu of the rated speed.

Fig. 11. Step load test results.

Fig. 12. Summarized results of position errors.
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